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Abstract

The purpose of the study is to carry out a retrospective analysis of the basic concepts, theoretical approaches to the prevention and correction of deviant behavior that exists in modern psychology. The main method of the research is a retrospective analysis of the literature. This study shows the direction of social and psychological care for adolescents with deviant behavior which include prevention (warning, cautioning) and intervention (overcoming, correction, and rehabilitation). In conclusion, various social institutions regulate deviant behavior of an individual. Public exposure may have the character of legal sanctions, medical treatment, social support and psychological assistance. Due to the complex nature of behavioral disorders their prevention requires overcoming an organized system of social and psychological influences. Psychological prevention and intervention are seen as areas of rehabilitation, correctional and correctional-educational work with individuals who have behavioral problems, the main purpose of which is to overcome the disorders of mental development. Implementation of effective psychological prevention and correction of deviant behavior of a person occurs only when a person turns it into operation, when a person makes a personal choice, sets new goals. In order to overcome the deviant behavior, people should be able to make choices, to assess the consequences of the decisions to regulate emotional processes accompanying behavior, i.e. to organize their own livelihoods with generally accepted norms, which ultimately helps to reduce existing strains of personality as well as its active socialization.
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INTRODUCTION

There are significant negative tendencies along with the positive ones in society such as changing the way people live, intensified social differentiation and conflict, increasing number of at-risk families, a growing number of adolescents and young people involved in criminal activity and drug use. The fact raising concerns is that the part of adolescents and young people, not only from at-risk families, enters the informal youth associations of an antisocial orientation. The difficult criminogenic situation encourages psychologists to seek effective ways and means of warning and overcoming deviant behavior of adolescents and youth [1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 11, 12, 9, 10].

Psychological assistance has two leading directions. They are psychological prevention (psychoprophylaxis) and psychological intervention (overcoming, correction) [5, 11].

Analysis of Methods and Forms of Psychological Prevention

Increasing crime and the "punishment crisis" led scientists to refer to the ideas of crime prevention. Prevention (prophylaxis) of crime and other forms of deviance is understood as influence of society, institutions of social control, individuals on criminogenic factors which results in reduction and/or desirable change of deviance structure and non-execution of potential deviant actions [2, 4, 7].

Three levels of prevention are distinguished in the modern world of deviance study:

- General social prevention (it is the impact on the environment, ecology, economic, social and political conditions of life of
the population for their improvement and harmonization;

- Special prevention (i.e. providing security measures, the impact on the at-risk groups, the elimination of the circumstances that contribute to deviant manifestations;

- Individual prevention [2].

The directions of general social prevention are to improve living standards, reduce the gap between the richest and the poorest layers.

Measures of special prevention are various and include both installation of the security alarm system, on-door speakerphones, and the psychological, social assistance to at-risk groups, effective social policy.

Individual prevention involves work with concrete adolescents who are registered with the police, drug users, etc.

The concept of prevention is more democratic than repression in comparison with punishment.

Social control is one of the forms of preventive methods, which provides effort of the immediate social environment, aimed at prevention of deviant behavior, punishment of deviants, their behavior correction, motivation, values, etc. Social control is carried out by the legal authorities using coercive measures, various social institutions and organizations which are provided by organizational or economic sanctions for deviant behavior; or may be expressed in the form of public opinion and ostracism [9, 10].

Eight components forming the system of social control are defined and described in standard and psychological aspects [8] in Russian scientific literature:

- Individual actions which are shown during active interaction of an individual with the social environment.

- The reaction of the social environment to an individual's action depends on objectively existing social rating scale derived from the system of social values, interests of social group and society in general.

- The reference of action to a specific category (which is socially approved or blamed) is the result of the functioning of the social rating scale.

- The categorization of action depends on the nature of the public consciousness, including public self-assessment and evaluation by the social group of the situations in which it operates (social perception).

- The character and the content of the social actions, carrying out the function of positive or negative social sanctions directly depends on the state of public consciousness.

- The reaction of an individual to a social action depends on the individual rating scale derived from the system of values and motivation of an individual.

- The individual's self-categorization is a result of functioning of an individual rating scale (acceptance of a role, identification with a certain category of persons).

- The self-categorization of an individual depends on a self-assessment and assessment of the situation within which an individual acts (individual perception). The nature of an individual consciousness depends directly on the subsequent individual action which is a reaction to social action.

Parson J.L. [14] analyzed three instruments of social control. In his opinion, these are isolation (used for the purpose of an excommunication of a deviant from other people, it does not even provide rehabilitation attempt), separation (means limited contacts of a deviant with other people, while he or she is not completely isolated from society that allows a deviant to get liberty early, if they are ready to follow norms of society), rehabilitation (when deviants can prepare for a return to normal life and implementation of their roles in society).
It is wrongfully to consider preventive actions only from the standpoint of social control. It is appropriate in that case when there are social deviations of penal, criminal character both in behavior of an individual and among its immediate social environment.

Thus, for example, to suspend process of criminogenic development of groups, it is necessary to pay more attention not to their destruction but reorganization that is change, restructure of their activity, the relations and communication [4].

Prevention of deviant behavior should be the correction or change of moral values. Behavioral deviations practically at any age are closely connected with a problem of family relationships. The importance of the age period will increase in creation of psycho-correctional measures because the specific of the problem often depends on the age characteristics of a client.

In this regard, S.A. Belicheva divided the negative influence which an individual gets from the immediate social environment into direct and indirect desocialization influence [2]:

Direct desocialization influence is an influence by the immediate environment that directly demonstrates examples of deviant behavior when there are destructive social norms and values forming deviant personality.

Indirect desocialization influence of the social environment is determined by social and psychological, psychological and pedagogical, social and pedagogical factors.

It is necessary not only to neutralize direct desocialization influence of the social environment, but also to create the bringing-up environment in school, family and other groups to prevent desocialization. It will allow them to become the preferred environment of communication and activity with the high reference importance in the opinion of adolescents and to perform the functions of the leading institutes of socialization.

Thus, early prevention should be considered not so much from the standpoint of social control as from the position of preventive desocialization process and management of socialization process of adolescents.

It is necessary to neutralize direct and indirect desocialization influence and to carry out corrective measures and socio-psychological rehabilitation.

Analysis of Methods and Forms of Psychological Intervention

Psychological assistance is understood as providing an individual with information about his mental state, the reasons and mechanisms of emergence of psychological phenomena or psychopathological symptoms and syndromes. It is an active meaningful psychological impact on an individual for the purpose of harmonization of his mental life, adaptation to the social environment, prevention of psychopathological symptomatology and rehabilitation of an individual for the formation of frustration tolerance, stress and neurosis resistance.

We can formulate strategic objectives of psychological assistance to the adolescent personality with deviant behavior:

- the formation of constructive motivation (positive values, orientation to implementation of social demands);
- self-regulation improvement;
- an increase of stress resistance and expansion of resources of an individual;
- the development of vitally important skills;
- an elimination or reduction of non-adaptive behavior;
- an expansion of social communications and positive social experience of the personality;
- an increase of social adaptation level.

The main forms of psychological work in case of deviant behavior are the consulting, psychotherapy, socio-psychological training and organization of the bringing-up environment. A relatively new form is special departments in psychiatric hospitals for delinquent individuals with mental disorders. In these departments, the special attention is paid to the issues of socio-psychological rehabilitation of the personality. It is necessary to recognize that the most appropriate methods of social influence for the delinquent behavior are community punishment and
behavioral therapy in its various modifications [3, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12].

Psychological correction in the closed institutions is focused mainly on the destruction of certain directives, representations, values, motives, stereotypes of behavior and formation of the new one to achieve self-realization of the personality in the society. Correctional work is urged to solve the conflict for both sides "personality – society", "personality – social environment", "personality – group", "personality – personality".

Thus, the leading purpose of psychological correction of deviant behavior can be defined as an achievement of positive behavioral changes [7].

Penitentiary psychotherapy (psychotherapy in the conditions of places of confinement) is an important though poorly developed form of intervention. Its specificity is defined as an extremely stressful situation for an individual, influence of asocially adjusted leaders and impossibility of the normal relations of therapeutic alliance. The conventional methods are inefficient in this case. In this regard, the specific methods adapted for the penitentiary environment [8] are used.

Psychotherapy in the closed institutions is focused on the solution of a number of tasks. First of all, it is necessary to establish the need of an individual for the psychological assistance. Further, it is important to define personal features by the techniques adapted for the penitentiary environment or specially developed scales (providing the accounting of the distorting influences of the environment).

An important task is creation of "psychotherapeutic oases", the groups or the relations protected from the effects of destructive actions. The following topical issues are the removal of psychic tension (primarily by the relaxation methods) and decrease in sensitivity to criminal, stressful influence [16]. Finally, there is a need for social training and the ability to solve problems of the convicted person in a given environment, and to get out of it. In some cases, psychological work is combined with spiritual psychotherapy. It should be emphasized that penitentiary psychotherapy faces serious and often inextricable difficulties. Therefore, the activity of priests in some cases is the only form of psychological and social impact on the identity of the person who is serving punishment.

Efficiency of psychological influence in the case of delinquent behavior depends on the efficiency of complex of organizational (e.g. organization of an order and humane atmosphere in the institution), economic, pedagogical, medical, and social (e.g. social rehabilitation after release) measures [9, 10]. Difficult for realization but the most effective method is the creating of upbringing environment [13]. The main purpose of this approach is the removal of a person from a habitual, provocative environment that in turn should change the way of life of a person and cause personality changes.

Such forms of organization of the environment include labor groups for adolescents with deviant behavior. Life in upbringing environment is subjected to a number of rules. The basic rules are independent life support, mutual aid, strict submission to the head and elected bodies, strict observance of discipline and norms of inner life, following traditions.

Moreover, it is necessary to take into consideration information about subjective attitude of an adolescent to himself, behavior, social environment.

According to K. Rogers, subjective attitude is very important. He showed that honesty and realness of understanding deviants and their social environment are the most significant among the factors influencing the forecast of future behavior of minors-deviants (socio-psychological atmosphere in the family, the degree of influence of acquaintances, friends, physical development, heredity, etc.) [15].

Self-correction is effective in the case when adolescent with deviant behavior estimates himself and the social environment as realistic. Self-correction includes a number of links as the adoption of an individual of goal, accounting of activity conditions, operating, programming, evaluation of results and correction. The realization of these links of self-correction also assumes a certain relation to the actions, rational use of the individual opportunities which is connected with self-examination.
At the heart of self-correction of actions are various social mechanisms of demonstration and interaction of individual features [11]. One of the mechanisms is the use by a person of his favorable opportunities and strengths. Self-correction as the effect of interaction properties of various levels of personality is based on certain social conditions and requirements: general social norms, psychology and pedagogical influences, specific conditions and requirements of activity. Self-correction should be considered in unity with the correction and regulation in accordance with the objective conditions and requirements [8, 9, 10]. The rigid, excessive regulation and correction leave few opportunities for manifestation of self-control and self-correction for realization of individual opportunities.

CONCLUSION

Thus, the leading purpose of psychological correction of deviant behavior of adolescent's personality is to achieve positive behavioral changes. At the same time, a variety of correctional methods and techniques can not diminish the role of psychologist. At all the stages of collaboration behavior of an expert remains the leading source of the reinforcement of positive changes in behavior of an adolescent, and the identity of the psychologist is the main instrument of his professional activity.
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